I’m starting...
Congratulations! You’ve been made an offer to study at City University London! We know this is a really exciting time for you so we’d love to hear what you’re looking forward to starting with us.

To get involved and celebrate your offer with the rest of our offer-holder community, finish the sentence ‘I’m starting...’ on the reverse and take a #readytostart selfie posing with your poster! By doing this you can start your journey by connecting with City offer-holders across the world!

Write it
You can use our examples above as inspiration of what to write. If you’ve got a friend with an offer from City why not write your #readytostart selfie poster together?

Shoot it
Take your #readytostart selfie! If you’ve got a smartphone ask a friend or family member to take the photo for you, or if you’re really creative try taking it yourself!

Share it
Upload your selfie on Facebook or Twitter, and don’t forget to mention @cityunilondon and #readytostart